Heyns's 2013 argument in the Guardian that lethal autonomous robots (LARs) should be banned (argument map)
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Therefore (modus ponens) 

Therefore (modus ponens)
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Therefore (modus ponens)

Particular AU: MichaelHoffmann

"humanity should not surrender meaningful control over questions of life and death to machines"

if "humanity should not surrender meaningful control over questions of life and death to machines", then LARs should be banned

Particular AU: MichaelHoffmann

"Human beings are frail, flawed and, indeed, can be "inhumane"; but they also have the potential to rise above the minimum legal standards for killing"

if "Human beings are frail, flawed and, indeed, can be "inhumane"; but they also have the potential to rise above the minimum legal standards for killing" and if "robots can never act in a humane way" and if by taking human beings "out of the loop, ... not only the shortcomings of humans, but also our redeeming features" are taken out, then "humanity should not surrender meaningful control over questions of life and death to machines"
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"robots can never act in a humane way"

Particular AU: MichaelHoffmann

by taking human beings "out of the loop, ... not only the shortcomings of humans, but also our redeeming features" are taken out

Particular AU: MichaelHoffmann

"treating everyone according to the same algorithms means brushing aside the uniqueness of each individual"

if "treating everyone according to the same algorithms means brushing aside the uniqueness of each individual" and if we should respect the uniqueness of each human being, then "humanity should not surrender meaningful control over questions of life and death to machines"
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we should respect the uniqueness of each human being
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machines can always be misused and re-programmed

if machines can always be misused and re-programmed, then "humanity should not surrender meaningful control over questions of life and death to machines"
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LARs should be banned
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